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ABSTRACT

Low Energy Parameters (Peskin-Takeuchi) are computed for two Symmetry Breaking
Schemes (Heavy Higgs and techni-p). The differences between them are found comparable to the
experimental uncertainties (in agreement with previous calculations for the Technicolor Models).
Some constraints are obtained for the techni-p case.
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Symmetry Breaking

1 Introduction

At present the Standard Model (S. M.) [1] agrees very well with the experimental

situation, in some cases beyond the one per cent level [2]. However there are several

sectors without any experimental test, like the Symmetry Breaking part [3].

The Spontaneous Breaking Mechanism is used in the S. M. for theoretical reasons

and unfortunately is not free of problems: Naturalness [4], Triviality [5], Unitarity

Violation in WL — Wi, scattering [6], and so on. On the other hand there are many

other possibilities and models like: Technicolor [7], Supersymmetry [8], Compositness

[9] and many more. Today the S. M. is considered as the low energy remanent of a

more fundamental theory. This new theory has to answer questions like: which one

is the correct Symmetry Breaking Mechanism?, Do Weak Interactions become strong

in the TeV region?, Are there any new particles in that region?. Is there any Higgs?,

and so on.

Many efforts to solve these questions are done. From the experimental side accu-

racy is increased (LEP, SLC, CDF, Charm II, Atomic Parity Violation, LEP II) and

new devices. <tt higher energies are expected to start operation in the future (LEP II,

SSC, LHC, Hera, e~e+ linear colliders). From the theoretical side Phcnomenological

Lagrangians [10] have been introduced to study these problems [11]. More recently,

Low Energy Parameters were proposed in order to explore in a more systematic way

deviations from the S. M. [12][13] [14].

With the short future measurements (Higher statistics at LEP, polarization at LEP

and SLC, Atomic Parity Violation, mw measurement at CDF and LEP II) higher

accuracy will be reached before higher energies become available. Then our best

tool to explore new physics and in particular the Symmetry Breaking Mechanism are

radiative corrections. It is known that the most important radiative corrections are

those included in the Vector Bosons Self-Energies, the so called 'Oblique Corrections'

[15]. However we are not interested in the whole Self-Energies but only in their values



at some special points [E ~ Q. E ~ m^) where the measurements are done. This is

precisely the information contained in the Low Energy Parameters.

Initially, Peskin and Takeuchi [12] introduced two Low Energy Parameters: S,

T (or similarly Ap ~ a'V from Neutral Currents, and Ar from the mw/mz mass

ratio). Later on Kennedy and Langacker [13] introduced a third one [hv ~ J\ hAw ~

h-Az ~ S), and Altarelli [14] showed that there are only three independent parameters

(«i ~ Ap, (2 ~ hA\v ~ hAz, f-3 ~ )IAW ~ hAz).

Low Energy Parameters are defined as [13] (The Kennedy-Langacker notation is

adopted in this work)

hAZ = - ^ ( n ^ o ) - n33(Z)
mz

0)

where II.j are the coefficients of g*" in the Self-Energies shown in Fig. (1). It

was assumed that the Ward identity II:3q(0) = 0 is valid. In eq. (1) the Isospin

representation was used; the relations to the original Self-Energies are

nAA =

(2)

with Za = cW£ - sB", A" = sWg + cB» ($ = s\n8w = g'/g, g2 = g2 + g'\

• — 1 - s2, and J, j ' are ihe SU(2), f/(l) Vector Boson coupling constants).

At the moment accuracy experiments constrain these parameters [16] (even if

they are consistent with zero) and improvements are expected in the near future.

Therefore it is important to know the theoretical predictions for them very well, and

in particular for different Symmetry Breaking Mechanisms.

In a previous work one of these low energy parameters was computed (Ap ~

aT ~ ahv) [17] for two Symmetry Breaking Mechanisms. It was found that in order

to distinguish the two models experimental accuracy has to be increased by two orders

of magnitude. The reason for this is that p measures the Isospin Breaking effect and

both models conserve it. (For the case of the top quark where the breaking of Isospin

is very large the contribution to />-parameter is large). Later on it was found [11]

[12] [18] ti at even if Isospin is conserved, as in the case of Technicolor, not all the

Low Energy Parameters are small but 5 can still be large. Present experimental

constraints on ^ are such that several Technicolor models are already excluded. Here

we compute the Low Energy Parameters for two Symmetry Breaking Mechanisms

(The Higgs boson for Spontaneous Breaking, and Techni-p for Dynamical one). We

will find that, in spite of Ap(Higgs) ~ A/>(techni — p), the 5-parameters predicted by

the two models are different by amounts comparable to present experimental errors.

2 The Higgs Case

In this case the model is well known except for the mass of the Higgs Boson. The Self-

Energies were computed some time ago [19]. Here we only complete the calculation

for the Low Energy Parameters. The Lagrangian for the Symmetry Breaking part

can be written as [11] [17]

with v2 = 1 / V 2 G F ~ (0.25TeV)!. H is the Higgs field and

- (d»U + igW,, - ig'UB (4)



The Matrix U = exp(iir,r'/v) contains the Golditone Bosons. W^ = W^TJ/2, and

B? are the SU(2) and (7(1) Gauge Vector fields.

The Self-Energies can be computed from eq. (3). There are three diagrams (see

Fig. 2), and the result is

*1" — V" —
^QQ — Z'AQ

2Z ~ 9 J <2*)«
k"k"-m'1zg'"'

} 2 7 (2x)A /t2 — m1

2 7 (2T, )" fcs - m l / (5)

The integrals can be done using dimensional regularization. The result for the

part proportional to g"" is

2

f (A - 1 + Io6(ma
ff/m» ))

32ir2

The constants A, \\y and A^ are given by

' dx [ A | ( A - l- + log(A|)) - 2(A + log(Al

(A — 1 + logfmjy/ml). (6)

2 1

+ m ^ ( l - x ) (i=. VK,Z}, (7)

where t = 4 — n, and 7 is the Euler constant. Explicit expressions can be computed

for the differences

n n (0) - riB(0) = - - 2) -

n33(0) -

(8)

where

and f = (mH/mz)2.

The last terms in eq. (8) can be dropped because they do not depend on ma

(they should cancel similar ones generated by other diagrams). The Low Energy-

Parameters can be obtained for the Higgs Boson:

- 1 -(Lj-2)log(L|)]

*AZ = ^ / ' dx [ ( 4 - 2) log(ij) - (JVl - 2) log(JVi)].

The integrals can be done analytically, for example

(10)



hv = - (11)

The other two are slightly more complicated and here we only check the heavy

Higgs case (the total results are shown at the end):

1
hAW -» hAZ -> — - !og(£) (12

that are the expressions given in the literature [13] [19].

3 Vector Resonance Case

For this case there are several models and we only want to use one given in [17] to

compare with the former case. The new fact is the presence of two vectorial resonances

instead of the scalar one: the techni-p and the techni-u. They play a very similar

role to the />(770) and thea(1270) resonance in the hadronic physics. The interaction

Lagrangian can be written as [17]

+ Rl)j + '^-(Ll + Rl) + BTr (L^ (13)

with

L,, -

(14)

The new parameter (A/, B, and gp) can be related to physical ones:

ml), B = ml- m\

•><>, (15)

where mp ("Jo) is the mass of the techni-p (techni-ra), and \",,(p —* W + W~) is the

techni~p partial width.

The Lagrangian in Eq. (13) can be expanded to get the mixing terms shown

in Fig, (3). The Self-Energies can be computed again for the 'light' Vector Bosons

by integrating out the Heavy Resonance Fields (This can be done for gf > > g,

M » mw) (See Fig. 4), to obtain

n,, =

H33 =

B/2 \

»4 B / 2

The total contribution to the Low Energy Parameters is

AP\\ 4

hv = 0



hAw = TT;
Sirv2

M' - m?v

hA7 =
M2 - ml - —— +

2JT.SU2

(17;
j

In these expressions there are three unknown constants (mp, ma, and ap). Usually the

scaled version of hadronic physics is implored to get values for them. For example if

the KSFR, the Weinberg sum rules [20] and the large-/V expansion [21] are used we

obtain that [22]

9" ~

ml = 2m,

(18)

where A'JC a nd No are the number of technicolors and technidoublets. The con-

stant gp-,r ~ 6.1 from the hadronic p decay into Uvo pions.

Now the low energy parameters become

2OTT N
flAW = (lAZ — - ^

= ^(0.26 + 0.06(^0-4)) (19)

These values are close to those obtained by Peskin [12]. Notice that for ArTc •> 4

Afjj > 2 is excluded to a 90% confidence level, if the constraints given by Kennedy

and Langacker are used [16]

9

In genera! deviations from these predictions are expected, and the results f jr the

general case will be shown later.

4 The Top Quark Contributions

The top quark corrections are in general large and in some cases predominant. At

present there are experimental constraints on its mass but there are no equivalent

restrictions on the Higgs mass, for example. Let us compute the top contribution

to the Low Energy Parameters. The correction to the Vector Bosons Self-Energy

produced by the top and bottom quarks are (see Fig. (5))

zz =

- J V
d4k

- q - m 7" k - m,

d"k

(9v - 9At*)k-m.

(1-7=)

A " ' k -

(20)
'k-m,'

where g\, = /* - 2Q,-a2, g\ = / ' , and Q, = 2/3, Qh = - 1 / 3 , ^ = -l\ = 1/2.

The Self-Energies can be written in the Isospin representation (and using dimen-

sional regularization):

t=i,i

10



- ™?][A + log AH

(21)

where A is given in eq. (7) , and

m\\] = -x(l

We can compute the differences

(22)

I I n ( O ) - 1 1 ^ ( 0 ) =

n. ) Q(H') -

n n ( 0 ) - i i , ,(

| f «
T'JO

£" log L

log N>

(23)

vith

L* = tx + b{l - x)

A'2- ~ — ~(1 — x\c* 4- L2 Af2 ™ —x{\ — v) -\- lJ*

N?iv = -x(\ — x)c2 + (, N£W = — x{\ — i)cJ + b

and ( = m2
t/vil

z, b = rn\jrn\.

Now the Low Energy Parameters can be obtained (they are finite):

hv =

— / ' dx [3 f l-x( 1 - x)c2 + Njy] log A^ - I? log /.:

f' rfjr [(2x( 1 - x) + 3t) log

(24)

3HlogAXz-

-36logbl.

The limits for large m, are

(25)

3 m]

• S F '
(26)

In agreement with the results given in literature [13] [19].
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5 Conclusions

From the high accuracy experiments Kennedy and Langar.ker [16] found that:

-0.59 < hv < 0.67(0.84)

-2.5 < hAW < 1.5(2.1)

-1.9 <hAZ< 0.27(0.59) (27)

where the values are 90% (95%) confidence level, and the reference value used for

these authors has been taken into account (hy(i = £, — i) = 0.34, hAw — hAz = 0)-

In Fig. (6) hv is shown for the two cases. The two results are equal al leading

order, and there is no useful information about the Symmetry Breaking Mechanism

[17]. As it was noticed before both models conserve Isospin and the contributions

should be small. On the other hand the dependence on mt is quadratic and provides

us with an upper limit for it: mt < 180 GeV (see Fig. (7)).

The other two parameters seem more promising, as can be observed in figs. (8),

and (9). The differences in this case are of the order of the experimental uncertainties.

Of the two parameters the best known is hAz (no bounds are obtained from hAw).

The case of the- S, M. is shown in Fig. 10, at 90% C. L. Notice that if the top quark

were founded with a mass of, for example m, — 100 GeV, then mH < 400 GeV.

Unfortunately, those limits are destroyed when the 95% confidence level is taken. For

the Techni-/? the constraints are not very clear: at the 90% confidence level mp > 1800

GeV (with a narrow region around 700 GeV). Again that limit is destroyed at the 95%

level. The constraints, however are more severe for the techni-fi case in agreement

with the previous results for Technicolor models [11]. [12], [18].

The final conclusion is that hv provided us with important information about the

top quark mass, and any other Isospin Breaking effect, but not on the Symmetry

Breaking Mechanism.

On the other hand the best information about the Symmetry Breaking Mecha

nism at the moment is contained in the hAz parameter. This parameter is obtained

in the Atomic Parity Violation experiments [18], therefore is very important to im-

prove them. With better measurements of the asymmetries (at the Z-pole) and rnw,

13

could provide us with competitive information about The Symmetry Breaking

Mechanism.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Vector Boson Self-Energies.

Fig. 2. Higgs contributions to the Vector Bosons Self-Energies.

Fig. 3. Heavy Vector Bosons mixing with the S. M. Vector Bosons.

Fig. 4. Heavy Vector Bosons contributions to the Vector Boson Sclf-Energios.

Fig. 5. Top-bottom quarks contributions to the Vector Bosons Self-Energies.

Fig. 6. The parameter hv for the two Breaking Mechanisms considered

The same result is obtained, as it is mentioned in the text.

Fig. 7. Allowed values of m, (< 180 GeV) from the experimental

constraints on hv (95% C L.).

Fig. 8. The parameter h^w, for the two cases (There is no useful constraint,

at. the present).

Fig. 9. The Parameter h,AZ* for the two cases.

Fig. 10. Experimentally allowed values of m(, and mH (90% C. L.).

Fig. 11. Experimentally allowed values of m(, and mp.

For: a).<fc, = 3, b) Sp = 6, and c) gp = 9 (90% C. L.).
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